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Contact lenses are the lenses which are used in the human eye for correct vision, cosmetic and
therapeutic reasons. These are considered as the medical devices and are prescribed by the
doctors. Contact lenses can be classified in two categories which includes soft lenses that are made
from water-containing plastics and GP or â€œoxygen permeableâ€• rigid contact lenses.The colored
contact lenses are chiefly available for people who are suffering from astigmatism, require bifocal
contacts, or want a non-refundable contact lens. The visibility tint of the lenses is generally available
in green or blue color, which assists the individual to see better and eliminates the possibility of
dropping it.

Another feature of colored contact lenses is the enhancement tint which is a hard transparent
shade, slightly darker than the visibility tint. This enrichment tint does change the eye color and is
applied to develop the present color of the eyes. These forms of streaks are habitually perfect for
people who have light colored eyes and desire to craft their eye color more strongly. Color tints are
another characteristic of color contact lens online which are deeper, opaque tints that can change
the color of the eyes absolutely. These color tints are made of samples of solid colors. These
opaque tints are available in extensive array of colors which includes hazel, green, blue, violet,
amethyst and gray.Costume or theatrical contact lenses are also considered as opaque tints, as
these were used in cinematography of the past decades. These special-effect contact lenses are
now extensively offered for originality and can momentarily change the wearer into an alien or
vampire, amongst others. Corrective contact lenses are yet another form of colored contact lenses
intended to develop clear vision by correcting the refractive error. ChromaGen lenses are highly
recommended by the ophthalmologist for other types of vision correction.

Shaded get in touch with lenses are usually connections that have been pigmented Shaded Contact
Lenses together with shade in order to cover up or hide your own natural large of face. They allow
you to definitely existing yourself diversely through through an eye shade apart from what you
finished up blessed with. Such connections are very well-known and simple to acquire without a
prescribed regarding remedial get in touch with lenses. A wide range of way of life and cultural
circumstances could create one wish to try colored contacts-examples integrate a date out and
about with buddies, a job appointment, days, and more. Since modify is incredibly simple and short-
term, many people take colored connections when they would like to create a positive modify,
design and also style-wise.Cosmetic contact lenses are used to change the look of the eyes and to
correct refractive defect. These lenses are intended for medical applications and are available in
different brands with easy handling. Therapeutic contact lenses include soft lens which are
frequently applied for treating non-refractive disorders of the eye and bandage contact lens shields
an injured or contaminated cornea from the continuous rubbing of blinking eyelids thereby allowing it
to cure. These lenses are prescribed for the treatment of bullous keratopathy, dry eyes, corneal
abrasions and erosion, keratitis, and neurotrophic keratoconjunctivitis.
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Optique.in is one of the best brand for a desingner sunglasses and a contact lenses online where
you can a buy sunglasses or color contact lenses and many eye products with in affordable price.
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